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Abstract :- The explosive growth of multimedia contents, 

especially videos, is pushing forward the paradigm of cloud-

based media hosting today. The wide attacking surface of the 

public cloud and the growing security awareness from the 

society are both calling for data encryption before outsourcing 

to cloud. Data de-duplication has been widely used in backups 

to save storage space and network bandwidth. Under the 

circumstance of encrypted videos, how to still preserve all the 

service benefits of cloud media centre remains to be fully 

explored. Videos may have to be encrypted before outsourcing 

for privacy concerns. For practical purposes, the cloud media 

centre should also provide the adaptively disseminate videos to 

heterogeneous networks and different devices to ensure the 

quality of service.  This paper discusses various ideas related to 

security and video de-duplication when user stores data in the 

cloud. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

De-duplication strategies can be considered according to the 

basic data units they handle. One strategy is file-level de-

duplication which eliminates redundant files [4]. The other 

is block-level de-duplication, in which files are segmented 

into blocks and duplicate blocks are eliminated. De-

duplication strategies can also be categorized according to 

the host where de-duplication happens. In server-side de-

duplication, all files are uploaded to the storage server, 

which then deletes the duplicates. Clients are unaware of de-

duplication. This strategy saves storage but not bandwidth. 

In client-side de-duplication, a client uploading a file first 

checks the existence of this file on the server (by sending a 

hash of the file). Duplicates are not uploaded. This strategy 

saves both storage and bandwidth, but allows a client to 

learn if a file already exists on the server. With the explosive 

growth of multimedia technology and mobile devices with 

high-definition cameras, multimedia contents, especially 

videos, have already dominated the network traffic and 

demanded a great amount of hardware storage. 

To handle such a rapidly growing trend, many existing and 

emerging applications based on videos are deployed at 

public clouds for its well-known advantages, e.g., 

availability, scalability, and economy [11]. However, the 

user privacy could be violated if content-sensitive videos are 

not protected properly in such an outsourcing environment 

[15]. In fact, current cloud-based data hosting services are 

shown to be vulnerable to security breaches. Data disclosure 

occurs frequently in recent years. Therefore, addressing the 

privacy concerns becomes significant for building a cloud 

media centre. A credible approach is to require each user to 

encrypt the videos using their secret key before sending 

them to public clouds. As long as the user’s secret key is 

protected, video confidentiality can be guaranteed. But this 

approach prevents the cloud media centre from supporting 

de-duplication, a crucial function that can greatly save the 

network bandwidth and eliminate the storage redundancy in 

cloud services [1]. Identical videos encrypted by different 

user’s secret keys would lead to different cipher texts, 

making de-duplication infeasible. 

 

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The cloud storage system involves three entities [2][14] the 

cloud media centre, the user, and the agency, as illustrated in 

FIG 1. Their roles are described below: 

1. The cloud media centre (abbr. cloud) provides a 

video hosting platform, which stores users’ encrypted videos 

and adaptively distributes them to cater for heterogeneous 

user devices and network bandwidth. It enforces secure 

client-side de- duplication, i.e., duplicate check is performed 

before users upload videos. 

2. The user outsources their encrypted videos to the 

cloud, and possibly deletes the original ones at local. Later, 

the user may access their own videos.  

3. The agency, hosted by a third party (e.g., a video 

service provider), facilitates our system to safeguard the 

confidentiality of user videos against off-line brute force 

attacks. It assists users and cloud to perform the duplicate 

check in a controllable fashion, and enables users to perform 

the encryption that supports de-duplication. 
 

Fig: 1 System Architecture 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. RELATED WORK 

Many systems have been established to provide secure 

storage but traditional encryption techniques are not suitable 
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for de-duplication purposes. Li et al. proposes convergent 

key management in secure de-duplication [4] offline brute-

force dictionary attacks can be easily caused because of the 

determination of CE keys. Moreover, current de-duplication 

schemes [4] [5] de-duplicate the encrypted data, which 

increases the computational overhead. but it suffers from 

well-known weaknesses which do not ensure protection of 

predictable files against dictionary attacks [4], [7]. In order 

to overcome this issue, Wen Bing Chuan et al. [10] have 

proposed to add a secret value S to the encryption key. De-

duplication will thus be applied only to the files of those 

users that share the secret. The new definition of the 

encryption key is K = H(S|M) where | denotes an operation 

between S and M. However, this solution overcomes the 

weaknesses of convergent encryption at the cost of 

dramatically limiting. 

Li et al. [1] present a key management scheme 

based on secret sharing to protect the convergent keys in 

secure de-duplication. The scheme constructs and distributes 

secret shares of keys across multiple independent servers.  

Another work proposed by Puzio et al. [9] employ 

a server to perform additional encryption over the 

convergent-encrypted data collected from all users. Without 

knowing the server’s secret key, cloud cannot launch off-

line brute-force attacks over predictable files. However, their 

design is only suited for server-side de-duplication and the 

server has to suffer from heavy communication overhead. 

Yixin Chen et al. [13] Proposed and developed an 

efficient NDVD cloud system, called Compound Eyes, by 

using a new detection paradigm. Instead of designing a 

sophisticated video representation, the focus has been 

shifted to the design of a well-organized system. Rather than 

feature design, they introduced improvements in accuracy 

through classifiers. Through use of reduced dimensionality 

and parallelism, and reduced the duration required for 

precise duplicate detection. But there is a limitation of 

shared memory parallel computing architectures. 

Liu et al. [6] proposed a scheme capable of 

defending offline brute-force attacks without introducing 

additional independent server. However, their scheme 

requires a number of online users to actively assist the cloud 

to perform duplicate check and help transfer encryption 

keys. Despite useful in defending off-line brute-force 

attacks, all these work do not consider any bounded data 

leakage setting, in which the data encryption key might be 

leaked. 

Xu et al. [8] proposed a secure source-based de-

duplication scheme that is resilient to bounded data leakage. 

However, the scheme does not offer the defence against 

offline brute-force attacks over predictable data.  

Xue Yang, et al.[12] investigate a three-tier cross-

domain architecture, and propose an efficient and privacy-

preserving big data deduplication in cloud storage (hereafter 

referred to as EPCDD). EPCDD achieves both privacy-

preserving and data availability, and resists brute-force 

attacks.  

Zheng Yan et al.[16] proposed a practical scheme 

to manage the encrypted big data in cloud with de-

duplication based on ownership challenge and proxy re-

encryption and evaluate its performance based on extensive 

analysis and computer simulations 

Fatema Rashid [3] proposed a secure video de-

duplication scheme through video compression in cloud 

storage environments. Its design consists of embedding a 

partial convergent encryption along with a unique signature 

generation scheme into a H.264 video compression scheme 
 

4. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

From the above discussion  we can find drawbacks 

in existing systems such as Hash function and symmetric 

encryptions are not highly secured, consume more time for 

key generation, and it face different attacks on data storage 

and cost effective. The file- level and block- level de-

duplication leads to the huge storage cost, as users must be 

billed for storing the large number of keys in the cloud. In 

our study we also found the layer level de-duplication is 

used for Scalable Video Coding (SVC) techniques. This 

existing work requires comparing both base layers and 

enhancement layers for de-duplication which requires more 

computation overhead. Storing and retrieving the video files 

in the cloud storage would leads to more memory storage. 

Security of the video files is complex to ensure in case of 

available more number of videos 

These problems need to be focused in the proposed 

research method for the better performance and 

improvement. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented a review on secure de-

duplication techniques. From the study of existing system 

we conclude that which requires comparing both base layer 

and enhancement layer for de-duplication which requires 

more computational overheads. Security of the video files is 

complex to ensure in case of available more number of 

videos. 

These problems needs to be focused in the proposed 

research method for the better performance improvement by 

Indexing table would be constructed for all videos before 

uploading it into the server, After index construction, videos 

would be compressed to reduce its size, thus the cloud 

storage can be optimized, finally retrieval accuracy and 

memory optimization is carried out by storing video index 

files in the agency server in the encrypted format. 

These research implementations contribute towards 

the secured de-duplication process which attempts result 

with the secured and memory concerned video sharing in the 

real world environment. 
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